The Span Tech High Speed Switch divides your product flow effectively, quickly & reliably.

Reliable
The High Speed Switch is virtually crash proof with the patented toggle system design.

High Speeds Ahead
Can handle product flows up to 400 fpm.

No Need For PLC
No Programmable Logic Controller is needed to run the High Speed Switch.

Very Configurable
Lots of configuration options: 1 to 2, 1 to 3, 1 to 4, 2 to 4.

Low Maintenance
The High Speed Switch is rated for continuous 24 hours/day operation.

Recommended For:
Packaging
Distribution
E-Commerce
Need to split product flow quickly and reliably? And at speeds that can’t be overlooked? We currently have high-speed switches splitting product flow at up to 400 fpm. Products are transferred along by a series of carriers which are supported by guide rods. Everything is powered by a pair of MonoSpan conveyor chains. 1:2, 2:3, etc. or can be programmed to divert a product whenever you need it. Contact us for options.